NEW!

High performance aluminium folding doors
moved by Centor

“The quality of the hardware is top class...
I think it works terrifically well... many friends
have commented on how well the doors work.”
Sebastian Conran, Sebastian Conran Associates

Open entire
walls – maximise
living space

Why folding doors?
Folding doors have become a 21st century design essential
by transforming living spaces and inspiring a world of
architectural opportunities. By opening entire walls, folding
doors expand living space and invite light and fresh air
indoors like no other door system.
Through a strong commitment to innovation, Centor
changed the way folding windows and doors move,
delivering reliability and fingertip operation. Outstanding
quality in door hardware and weather-sealing brings the
certified reliability of folding openings to all locations.
Add light and space to your home.

Excellence in folding doors continues
Now Centor’s folding excellence has been applied to a
thermally broken aluminium door system purpose-built
for Centor hardware. This new aluminium folding system
moved by Centor, utilises the latest innovation in bottomrolling hardware technology, guaranteeing the smooth
operation of the doors.

When closed, doors provide a
weatherproof and secure barrier.

The engineered thermal breaks in the aluminium frame and
door panels, combined with the option of double or triple
glazing, provides all-year-round comfort.

“(folding doors) have made a
real difference to the space,
especially in the summer when
we can open into the garden”

Open entire walls and invite the
outdoors in.

Sebastian Conran, Sebastian Conran Associates
Folding doors are available
in many configurations to suit
individual requirements.
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Fingertip operation,
delight to use,
guaranteed to last
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Seamlessly blend outdoor and indoor living space.

Combine folding doors with the Centor S1E Eco-Screen.

Why aluminium doors moved by Centor?

Centor’s patented configuration has achieved weather-

Doors moved by Centor are assured to remain a delight to

sealing to the highest class rating for air infiltration when

use year after year, regardless of the environment. Backed by
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a 10-year operational warranty on the hardware, this system
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tested to European standards. Centor weather-sealing also
provides impressive water tightness meaning houses remain

is sure to withstand the tests of daily life.

protected from the harshest elements.

This system applies the latest in folding technology, allowing

Feel secure in your home with the robust design of this

folding doors to be retro-fitted to existing openings without
the need for major structural changes. Folding doors can
now be installed as part of renovation projects or even in

aluminium system and its hardware. Security is enhanced
by Centor’s Twinpoint lock, strong yet stylish single action
handle for folding doors.

conservatories.

Protect your home from harsh outdoor environments with

Add Screens and blinds

this energy efficient thermally broken aluminium system.

Centor’s revolutionary retractable insect screens and blinds

Thermally broken aluminium insulates homes by reducing

provide the perfect accompaniment to this new aluminium

temperature transfer between the outdoors and in. Homes

folding door system. Centor’s robust and unobtrusive

stay warm in winter and cool in summer.

S1E Eco-Screen is available in screen, blind or two-inone options in a range of colours and sizes. Centor blinds
provide thermal insulation, UV protection and can double

Engineered thermal breaks in the aluminium frame and door

as a projection screen while insect screens give practical

panels also prevent condensation. Customise your door

protection.

panels with the option of double or triple glazing and improve
the energy efficiency of your home.
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Engineered to perform –
choose aluminium doors
moved by Centor

Fingertip operation

Thermal performance

Aesthetics

Angled rollers and track, articulated wheels,

Thermal breaks create barriers to insulate

Clean modern lines of the doors

track sweepers, and sill covers, guarantee

the home from temperature variations.

and concealed hardware deliver a

the doors operate smoothly.

U values as low as 1.1 are possible.

contemporary design to your home.

First-class security

Glazing options

Weather resistance

Centor hinges use irremovable pins so

This folding system can accommodate

Strategically machined drainage

doors cannot be compromised from

both double and triple glazed panels on

holes and weather-seals ensure the

the outside.

door panels 70mm wide.

water tightness of the system.

Transition to outdoors

Bespoke doors

Locking in style

Choose between a compact or easy

Customise the design of your home

Secure folding doors with a single hand

access sill, to provide the perfect

with doors available in a range of

action using the sleek design of Centor’s

transition from indoors to out.

colours and sizes.

keyed or non-keyed Twinpoint lock.

Centor Europe
+44 (0)121 701 2500
mail@centor.eu
www.centor.eu

Centor Europe (France)
+33 (0)2 28 21 71 56
france@centor.eu
www.centor.eu

Centor is a multi award-winning designer and manufacturer of
systems for folding and sliding doors, screens, blinds and locks.
Our commitment to innovation ensures our systems are stylish,
easy to install, and a delight to use.

